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Invitation

On behalf of the Organizing Committee, we are pleased to invite you to the l3'h

Young Scientist Seminar (YSS) in Yamaguchi, Japan. This seminar will be held on

l8th - 19th Nov 2017. The YSS aims to establish the international network among

young researchers including students, to broaden their knowledge about recent

development in scientific field around the world.

Venue

The 13th YSS will be held at the Yamaguchi-ken Seminar Park, Yamaguchi, Japan.

This is a prefectural facility to provide a wonderful environment to meet with young

scientists studying in a similar field in a relaxing atmosphere.

Yamaguchi prefecture is located in the westernmost tip of Honshu island, the 2nd

rnost populous island in the world. Because of its geographical location and ocean

current, it has long had cultural exchanges with the Korean Peninsula-

Yamaguchi city is situated in the center of the prefecture. lt has been long called

"Kyoto of the West" due to its cultural similarities with Kyoto, the capital of Japan in

the 14th century.
The temperature in November ranges from 5oC in the morning to 17'C in the

afternoon.
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Sessions

The scientihc program is composed ofplenarl. parallel a1d discussion session.

Scope

The scientific scope of the seminar follows most of the ri ell received fearures of the

previous events not only in the area ofutilization oftroprcal bioresources but also in

the biological field.
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Bio-hydrogen Production from Cellulosic Biomass by
Tolerant Bacteria

Group -1

Extremely Salt

Dyah Asri Handayani Taroepratiekar,2 and Tsuyoshi Imair
lGraduate School rf sciences antl Technolog'/br Innoycttion. \'amaguchi u'nit'., Yamoguchi 755-8611,
Japan
:Department of Environmental Engineering. lns, tut Teknologi Nosional (Itenas) Bandung, Jrnro Bctrot
40 I 24. Indonesia

Fossil fuel energy crisis has led a significant interest for clean alternative energy
sources. Energy production from biomass especially has gained a renewed interest
because it's readily available and allow a cost-effective use. Previous studies have
shown that bio-hydrogen production from cellulosic biomass was possible with the
application of anaerobic bacteria. But the process requires pretreatment with alkaline
(NaOH) and heat, and also enzyme hydrolysis before the anaerobic bacteria can digest
the cellulosic biomass. The high concentration of NaOH after the pretreatment
process makes it difficult for most of bacteria to live. However, extremely salt tolerant
bacteria (hulophile) can survrve in high salinity condition, whereas this condition
increase osmotic pressure and provide inhibition to most other bacteria's activity.

The hypothesis is that the extremely salt tolerant hydrogen producing bacteria can
be tolerant to high concentration of sodium ion. Extremely salt tolerant bacteria have
adapted their cytoplasm osmotically with their high salt concentration medium. The
bacteria in this study have been cultivated from soil samples of salt damaged soil in
Khon Kaen. 'fhailand, and commercial salt pan field near Bangkok, Thailand and kept
at anaerobic saturated sodiurn condition (26%) and incubation temperature of 37oC in
500 mL cultivation serum bottles. These extremely salt tolerant bacteria are capable to
produce hyd'cgen under saturated salt (NaCl) condition without methane (CHr) by-
products.

To examine this hypothesis, first, we will conduct an experiment to investigate
what kind(s) of the environmental fbctor that makes the extremely salt tolerant
bacteria's high activity in high salinity condition, especially, whether it's mostly the
sodium ions. chloride ions, or interaction of both. This step is necessary to customize
the following pretreatment processes. The experiment will be done in 75 ml serum
bottles in duplicates, and will be kept in shaking water bath to ensure oprimum
conditions. We will also acclimatize the bacteria from pure D-glucose carbon source
during the cultivation to other different carbon sources which are most likely will be
produced from cellulosic biomass hydrolysis, such as xylose and arabinose. After that,
hydrogen production process from cellulose will be developed. For this experiment,
we will use wooden disposable chopstick waste from Faculty of Engineering's
Cafeteria in Yamaguchi University as the cellulosic biomass source. Finally, we will
screen and characterize the microbial community by using 16-rRNA-based molecular
techniques, including Polymerase Chain Reaction u,ith based Denaturing Gradient
Gel Electrophoresis (PCR-DGGE) and sequencing.
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